Pittsburgh REIA Newsletter – November 2019
Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, November 19th
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests and current members are free.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting
7:00 – 8:00 Club Announcements - I’m always working on something new, and if you miss the
meeting you won’t know what that is.
Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with accountant Marty Schwartz
Landlord Minute with Alex Deacon
Vendor Parade - Come and see our vendors. We have a great array of service
providers.
8:00 – 9:00 Learn How to Build Your Retirement with Equity Trust

Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea from so I
could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do a lot of good
things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of sub groups now and
you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to supplement the
main meetings.
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Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com website.
This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in one place. Find it
under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…

(Nov 14)

Help landlords get paid
REIA was contacted by some graduate students at the University of Pennsylvania. This is Wharton in the
IVY league. They want to make a product that will make it easier for us to get paid. These are fairly bright
kids, and they want to help landlords. First they need some assistance from us. See below

Dear Josh,
Thank you so much for taking out the time to speak with Charles and I last week. We greatly appreciate
your generosity helping advance our survey. As we discussed, we definitely feel this space is ripe for
disruption.
As discussed, please find below the survey link for our project along with a blurb you could share with
your members. Feel free to edit as you see fit, particularly if you think there's a way to encourage
participation.
Hello Everyone,
A group of MBA students at The Wharton School (University of Pennsylvania) are working on an
independent study project to ultimately create a product that removes rental payment and collection
frictions. To help design this solution, they are conducting a survey about rental payments and the
various pain points associated and asked if I would forward for you all to complete. The landlord portion
of the survey should only take 5 minutes to complete.
https://upenn.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bk1XtE5qFWzYbOZ
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Thank you in advance for all your help!
Best,
Manvi
(Nov 12)

South Hills Sub Group meeting this Thursday
Pittsburgh REIA South Hills will be on Thursday 11/14 at 7 PM at the DHRE office at 552 Washington Ave
Carnegie, PA 15106. The front door will be open at this time. You can come on it and we will be in the
meeting room on the right. There will be no meeting on Thanksgiving. The normal day for the meeting is
the last Thursday of the month and that will resume in December.
This month we will be having a general networking meeting with deal analysis like we have in the past.
I have a couple that I'm working on now that I will bring to the meeting as examples, but feel free to
bring whatever you are working on and we can analyze as a group.
If you'd like to get email reminders about the meetings please just email me at tony@412agent.com and
I'll add you to the list.
If you have anything you'd like to cover or any ideas for the meeting please send me an email back and
I'll be sure to include!
We also have a Facebook group where I update everything.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/214170175685066/
Tony Angotti
Realtor, RE Investor, Multi-Million Dollar Producer
Deacon Hoover Real Estate Advisors
O: 412-939-SOLD X108 || C: 412-254-3013 Preferred || F:412-506-6834 || tony@412agent.com ||
http://www.412agent.com|| 552 Washington Ave Carnegie, PA 15106
(Nov 11)

Save the date 11/19, and good news from the IRS
The Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors Association is partnering with Equity Trust to bring you a very
valuable seminar.
We will be learning about IRA accounts and how they can be used to fund real estate deals. This is one
of the sexiest topics in real estate.
Did you know?
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~ You can flip houses tax free inside your retirement account?
~ You can earn rental income tax free inside your IRA account?
~ You can wholesale properties of all kinds and pay no taxes inside of your IRA account?
~ You can earn a high rate or return 100% passively with IRA account money?
~ You can partner with IRA account holders to do all sorts of real estate deals?
~ You can use IRA money to pay for your kids education, and graduate school, private schools and trade
schools count?
~ You can use IRA money to pay for medical expenses?
Come and join us for this life changing presentation. Learn how to make piles of money with an IRA
account, even if you have very little to start. Learn how to shelter that income from the IRA (legally), and
learn about all of the wonderful things you can legally spend your IRA money on. We all dream of a
wonderful retirement, now is your chance to learn how to fund it.
Equity Trust will have Self Directed IRA experts on site to answer any questions. You don't want to miss
this.
Tuesday November 19th.
7:00-9:00 PM
3579 Masonic Way
Pittsburgh PA 15237 (Ross Twp)
All are welcome. First time guests get in FREE, all other non-REIA members are only $10 at the door.
Josh Caldwell
Pittsburgh REIA
http://pittsburghreia.com
pittsburghreia@aol.com
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This is great news. What the IRS was doing should never have been legal. It literally violates the
foundation of our legal system.
Trump Signs New Law To Protect Innocent Small Business Owners From IRS Seizures
Nick Sibilla
Senior Contributor
Policy
I cover criminal justice, entrepreneurship, and offbeat lawsuits.
For the first time in nearly 20 years, Congress has reined in civil forfeiture, which lets the federal
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government permanently confiscate property without ever filing criminal charges. Following unanimous
approval by Congress, President Donald Trump last week signed the Taxpayer First Act (H.R. 3151), an
overhaul of the Internal Revenue Service that includes the Clyde-Hirsch-Sowers RESPECT Act. Named
after Institute for Justice clients Jeff Hirsch and Randy Sowers, two small-business owners who had their
bank accounts raided by the IRS, the RESPECT Act curbs the IRS’s power to seize cash for “structuring”
offenses.
Under the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970, banks must report any cash transactions greater than $10,000. But
if someone frequently deposits or withdraws their cash in amounts under $10,000, the IRS could seize it
for “structuring.” Even though their money was earned legitimately and despite the fact that they were
never charged with a crime, in 2012, the IRS seized nearly $63,000 from Randy and more than $446,000
from Jeff. It took years of litigation and high-profile coverage before they won their money back.

Structuring can be a Kafkaesque nightmare for small-business owners, especially for entrepreneurs like
Jeff and Randy who work in cash-heavy industries: Jeff runs a convenience store distribution business
with his brothers on Long Island, while Randy is a dairy farmer in Maryland.
Their cases weren’t isolated incidents. Between 2005 and 2012, the IRS used civil forfeiture to seize
nearly $200 million in over 2,100 cases. Roughly half of all seizures involved amounts under $34,000—
hardly the proceeds of the sprawling criminal enterprises structuring laws were supposed to target.
Today In: Industry
But under the RESPECT Act, the IRS can now only seize property for structuring if it’s “derived from an
illegal source” or if the money were structured to conceal criminal activity.
According to a 2017 report by the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration, the IRS “enforced
structuring laws primarily against legal source funds and compromised the rights of some individuals and
businesses.” Out of a sample 278 structuring cases, in 91% of those investigations, TIGTA “did not find
evidence that the structured funds came from an illegal source or involved any other illegal activity.”
With the president’s signature, the RESPECT Act finally codifies a change in policy by the IRS. In response
to multiple lawsuits filed by the Institute for Justice (including on behalf of the Hirsch brothers), as well
as a front-page article in The New York Times, the IRS first announced it would stop pursuing “legal
source” structuring forfeiture cases in October 2014.
Structuring cases dropped sharply: The value of assets seized for structuring plunged from $31.8 million
in 2014 to $6.2 million in 2015, TIGTA reported. Although this policy change was a welcome step
forward, it could have been revoked at any time by a future IRS commissioner or reversed under a new
administration. In fact, actions by Trump’s own cabinet demonstrate how reforms taken by the
executive branch can be quite fragile.
Two years ago, then-Attorney General Jeff Sessions repealed strict limits the Obama administration had
set on “adoptive” forfeitures. Through this abusive program, police and prosecutors can bypass state
laws and forfeit property federally, collecting up to 80% of the proceeds. Since 2000, the Justice
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Department has distributed nearly $1 billion in adoptive-forfeiture funds to agencies nationwide.
Though the Obama-era limits were praised across the aisle and dramatically curtailed adoptive
forfeitures, since they were never codified into law, they were still vulnerable to the whims of federal
officials.
“With the Clyde-Hirsch-Sowers RESPECT Act now law, innocent entrepreneurs will no longer have to fear
forfeiting their cash to the IRS, simply over how they handled their money,” remarked Institute for
Justice Senior Attorney Darpana Sheth. “Seizing for structuring was one of the most abusive forms of
civil forfeiture and we’re glad to see it go.”
In addition to the ban on legal source structuring, the RESPECT Act will guarantee that judges promptly
review structuring seizures. This new safeguard will better protect due process for small-business
owners. Previously, it took months, even years before property owners could directly challenge a seizure
in court.
For the Hirsch brothers, they were stuck in legal limbo: Despite their case lasting more than two years
and nine months, their case was never heard in court because the government never formally filed a
complaint to forfeit their cash. Only after the Institute for Justice filed a lawsuit on their behalf did the
IRS finally return the money.
By seizing accounts and depriving owners of their cash, the IRS could drain the lifeblood of a small
business, making it even easier for the government to win by attrition. After all, while entrepreneurs like
the Hirsch family were forced to scramble to keep their businesses going, prosecutors are backed by the
nearly limitless resources of the federal government.
Thankfully, the RESPECT Act should curb this seize and squeeze tactic. Under the law, owners can
request a hearing in federal court, which must be held within 30 days of their request. If a judge rules
that the IRS lacked probable cause for the structuring seizure, the agency must return the money it
confiscated.
“The IRS welcomes passage of the Taxpayer First Act, and we are pleased this important legislation
received full bipartisan support,” the IRS said in a statement to Accounting Today. “The legislation is
wide-ranging and touches on a number of areas across the IRS. We believe these changes and many
others in the bill will help the IRS and the nation’s tax administration system move forward.”
Prior to the RESPECT Act, the last time Congress enacted forfeiture reform was back in 2000, when it
passed the Civil Asset Forfeiture Reform Act (CAFRA), which modestly tweaked federal forfeiture laws. In
the years since, many comprehensive reform efforts have floundered. But the RESPECT Act could signal
a new willingness to protect Americans from abusive forfeitures. Notably, the House of Representatives
last month unanimously approved an amendment that would defund the Sessions adoption order.
“The Clyde-Hirsch-Sowers RESPECT Act is an important first step to address one type of forfeiture abuse
by one federal agency,” Sheth noted. “But civil forfeiture by other agencies continues unabated.
Congress should seize the opportunity to pass comprehensive reform of federal forfeiture laws and
protect the constitutional rights of all Americans.”
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(Nov 9)

Commercial real estate investors meeting this Tuesday
The Pittsburgh REIA Commercial Group will meet on Tuesday, November 12th @ 6:30PM at the
Robinson Township Eat ‘N Park (100 Park Manor Blvd, Pittsburgh, PA 15205).
This month, we're going to talk about the different types of strategic alliances (partnerships, joint
ventures (JVs), etc) that both residential and commercial real estate investors use, how to manage them,
and how to avoid the most common issues and problems when you're a part of one. This is a HUGE topic
to tackle, but we'll highlight a few takeaway points that all of us can use going forward. If anyone wants
to discuss anything we cover on Tuesday in more detail, let me know and we can certainly talk outside of
the meeting.
Along those lines, I'm going to ask everyone as part of our normal round table discussion to think about
your "haves and wants". Josh introduced this idea at last month's Main Monthly REIA meeting and I
think it would be beneficial for this group, especially, to openly talk about what they have to offer others
and what they still need (knowledge, skill sets, resources, money, deals, etc) to be able to execute any
deals you're currently working on our would like to work on in the future.
Both new and experienced commercial real estate investors are always encouraged to attend!
Bring your deals and anything else you'd like to discuss...See you Tuesday!
-Paul
(Nov 6)

Off market properties for you
Off market deal in Butler - needs a little TLC, could be a great rental

Hello Josh,
Here is the property, Jon I annotti asked me to send you.
https://www.sellpoint.com/propertyDetails.aspx?caseId=14229258
Please let me know if you need anything else.
Contact Marla for more info
Thank you,
Marla
msmarlava@gmail.com
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------Package deal
Hi Josh,
I hope all is well. Are you able to throw this out to the group please?
Looking to sell these as a package. Other properties available as well.
1015 WOOL ST., DUQUESNE PA 15110
817 WOOL ST, DUQUESNE PA 15110
1011 WOOL, DUQUESNE PA 15110
633 DUQUESNE BLVD, DUQUESNE PA 15110
1134 MARYLAND, DUQUESNE PA 15110
660 AIRBRAKE, WILMERDING PA 15148
706 Middle Ave, Wilmerding PA 15148
413 CENTER, PITCAIRIN PA 15140 (Duplex)
385 2ND ST., PITCAIRN PA 15140
666 MIDDLE, WILMERDING PA 15148
109 9TH ST, Turtle Creek PA 15148
224 4TH ST, WILMERDING PA 15148
385 KENNY, PITCAIRN PA 15140
Annual Rents: $104,000
Net Operating Income: $62,000
(Assuming 10% Mgt, 10% Maint, 5% Vac)
Asking price: $620,000
Let me know if you have any questions.
I very much appreciate it.
Kind Regards,
Bobby
________________________________
Robert J. Hornyak, MBA
Housing Counselor
RJH Real Property, LLC
Certified Affordable Housing Provider
412.335.7781 mobile
rjhrealproperty@gmail.com
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(Nov 4)

Vote this down tomorrow
Another election day is upon us. It is time to exercise our civic duty and vote against the stupid ideas of
people who probably couldn't run the fry station, but still feel the need to try and run large metropolitan
areas.
This Tuesday, on top of the usual rouges gallery of incompetent boobs, there is also a referendum on a
new tax. This tax is the tax to cover the parks. We already have several taxes and a casino that was
supposed to cover that, but the aforementioned boobs cant seen to figure out how to spend less than
they take in, and now they want to hit us to cover their incompetent management. YAY
This article from the Post Gazette covers it pretty well.
https://www.post-gazette.com/opinion/letters/2019/09/27/City-residents-should-not-pay-tax-increasefor-parks/stories/201909260126
Keep in mind that our ancestors went rogue and shot people for trying to tax tea. Western PA actually
went into a second rebellion over Whiskey. the second rebellion didn't go so well, and we have been
fairly docile since then. The least we can do is to vote against this stupidity.
(Nov 3)

Let's talk about investing for your retirement.
This month's REIA meeting is going to be all about building your retirement accounts with real estate.
Many of you will be surprised to learn that you can invest in real estate and make massive profits tax
free. Well, you can as long as you do it the way the IRS wants you to do it. The trick is to invest with your
IRA as the owner of the property. You can own rentals, do flips, and wholesale all tax free. You can even
take the money out before you are old enough to retire. You can pay for you children's education, your
health care and a lot more. You just need to do it the right way.
We are bringing one of the nation's leading experts on tax exempt real estate investing to do a class for
us on Tuesday November 19th. You owe it to yourself to attend this meeting.
Equity trust will be on hand to help you set up your accounts properly, and answer any questions.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rent control is a disaster. Anyone who understands basic economics knows that if you restrict the
opportunity to profit, you will get less and less of that good or service. In this case, politicians (people
who aren't generally qualified to work the fry station) seem to be ignoring basic econ because it sounds
good to the uneducated masses.
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This article is a bit of a twist on the subject. Here landlords are acting in their own self interest and
protecting their investments, SURPRISE

Will Parker and Konrad Putzier of The Wall Street Journal (subscription required) opened up the week
with empirical data backing up what many had warned would happen—rent control is hurting real
estate investors. New rent control laws in New York took effect in June, and WSJ puts a spotlight on two
large landlords in Manhattan who purchased properties in recent years with plans to renovate and then
raise rents. Not so fast. According to Parker and Putzier, “Two New York landlords with large portfolios
of rent-regulated apartments are behind on payments on more than $200 million in real-estate loans, a
sign that new state rent laws are starting to hurt investors.” Experts expect to see more of this in the 18
to 24 months.
Further, Park and Putzier report that the dollar volume of rental-apartment building sales in New York
City dropped 51% in Q3 2019 from 2018.
Meanwhile, Matt Dunbar of Crane’s New York Business reported this week on reports that since the new
regulations took effect, “thousands of rent-regulated units continue to sit empty.” Many landlords are
essentially warehousing units rather than risk “renting them to tenants who they believe will never let
go of an affordable apartment.”
Holly Dutton of Multi-Housing News brought us details on a survey by the National Multifamily Housing
Council (NMHC) that found that operators and investors are cutting back on investing and developing in
the multifamily sector, directly as a result of rent regulation laws. Specifically, respondents who
operated in a jurisdiction with rent control—or soon-to-be imposed rent control—34% said they have
already cut back on either investing or developing. And, 49% of respondents said that “going forward,
they are considering cutting back.”
For more on the potential unintended consequences of rent control on the multifamily industry, read
senior vice president at Stepp Commercial Mark Ventre’s opinion piece last week in Multi-Housing
News.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Happy Fall, Landlords!
As you know the winter months are coming up quickly and we are sprinting to lease up as many of our
clients as possible before the snow starts!
We are working with some really great providers and I’d love to highlight a program that is really
exceptional. It’s called the Family Unification Program and it facilities reconnecting families for whom
housing is a key part of their CYF plan. These vouchers are administered through HACP but you have all
the benefits of working with the DHS Housing Navigators. This means INSPECTIONS WITHIN ONE WEEK!
LANDLORD-TENANT MEDIATION! LANDLORD RISK MITIGATION FUND! So, if you are a landlord who has
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worked with Sect 8 in the past and were frustrated by the inspection process, lack of support, and
assumed risk this is a truly wonderful opportunity for you! If you have any vacant units in your portfolio
and would be interested in providing housing or have any additional questions please feel free to reach
out!
And, as always, we are also always looking for available units for all of our other programs. All bedrooms
sizes in all areas of the city and county!
Thank you so sincerely for all that you do and I look forward to our continued partnership! Any
questions, comments, concerns I’m always happy to hear from you!
Happy Halloween,
Regina Mungo
Housing Navigator,
Allegheny County Department of Human Services
Email: Regina.mungo@alleghenycounty.us
Phone: (412) 350-5790
(Oct 25)

Date change for the South Hills Group Oct and Nov
Hey Josh,
We moved this meeting to the last Thursday of the month to avoid scheduling confusion a few months
ago. Please send that out to the group as soon as you can. I've had a few people message me today
about it and there isn't anything there today. I just want to make sure that people are aware.
Also, please let them know that next week is Halloween and we won't be having the meeting (already
heard from a number of people that they can't make it), but I'm just going to pick a day between
Halloween and Thanksgiving to cover both months (since November's meeting would be on
Thanksgiving). I need to check the schedule, but will send out an update ASAP.
Tony Angotti
Realtor, RE Investor, Multi-Million Dollar Producer
Deacon Hoover Real Estate Advisors
O: 412-939-SOLD X108 || C: 412-254-3013 Preferred
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(Oct 23)

Investor looking for a private loan.
In this case, I had an agent reach out to me to try and save this deal.
Details are below

Hi Josh!
It was great speaking with you over the phone. My client is looking for about 20-25k to purchase 915 N.
Murtland, Pittsburgh PA 15208 (includes side lot). He is a licensed and insured contractor who plans to
renovate the space into two units (he will live in one) and a large construction type garage/workshop. I
specialize in lofts and converted use spaces and this building will be so cool when finished. The 2 unit
property (see attached occupancy permit and listing) hit the market at 49k and had multiple offers. My
buyer has it under contract at 55k. The attached appraisal that was just completed gives it a value of
86k. He's putting over 35 down. The lender is only lending 25k for collateral already appraised at 86k.
I have the listing, the occupancy permit, and an aeriel view of the area showing how close it sits to
Bakery Square. I will send my client's personal informatoin in a separate email.
Please note that the buyer himself personally qualifies for the FHA RENOVATION loan for which he
applied. The building, however, doesn't meet the FHA TERMS because they want some repairs (the same
ones we have in the renovation loan) done prior to closing (it makes no sense). Since we were on our
way to closing, all title work is already done. The Seller exteded a committment through October 30th,
with closing on November 1st. We have 7 days to find someone ready to lend 20-25k. Hopefully
someone will be ready to move quickly. I appreciate your assistance!
Take care,
Leesa Belt-Haglund
KELLER WILLIAMS, Shadyside
Cell/Text: 412-952-2458
leesabelt@gmail.com
www.pittsburghcityhomes.com
ANYONE INTERESTED IN POSSIBLY MAKING THIS LOAN SHOULD REACH OUT TO LEESA !!!
This is a new investor, you will need to have a lawyer set up the note and mortgage to protect your loan.
I have a lawyer who can do that if you need one. You will need to set your terms as far as interest and
length of the loan.
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(Oct 20)

Off market properties for you
Josh,
I have a very good friend looking to sell a piece of property in Jeanette, Pa. It was rented out for years as
a restaurant for $1800 a month. The owners of the restaurant, retired and that is why it is no longer
being used. The property has not been occupied for about 2yrs. He is now retired and really does not
want to deal with the property anymore. It’s 3,000 sq ft on the first floor plus there is a second floor that
can be built out for banquet rooms or even rental units. It’s 417 Clay Ave Jeanette Pa.
There is a brewery going right across the street and will be open in the next year. The city has grants for
businesses or people trying to bring life back to the town. If you know of anyone looking for a great
place to put money into and rent out retail/restaurant space this would be a great investment.
He’s looking to get $150,000 out of the property.
Let me know if you have any contacts that would be interested
Ryan Hickey
724 217 5660
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi Josh,
Thank you for following up with me.
3602 Cambria st
Munhall 15120
2 bedroom
Still owe approx 60000
Tenant pays 750 plus all utilities
109 e. Eugene Ave
Munhall 15120
3 bedroom
Still owe 65000
Tenant pays 800 plus all utilities
16 6 th street
Dravosburg 15034
3 bedroom
Still owe 22000
Tenant pays 750 plus all utilities
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127 e. 16th ave
Homestead 15120
2 bedroom
Still owe 27000
Tenant pays 600 plus all utilities
Would entertain the possibility to sell 1404 and 1400 Mifflin rd
PGH 15207
Maybe owe 5000 in taxes but would like at least 200,000
For questions of a showing contact
Vicki Dever (vdever@comcast.net)
(Oct 18)

Landlords and Lead - what you need to know
October 29, 2019 Check-In/Breakfast —
8:30 Program/Panel/Q&A— 9:00 to Noon
SpringHill Suites by Marriott Pittsburgh Southside Works
2950 S Water St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203
Join us to learn what every landlord needs to know about lead: n Rules and regulations n Best practices
from landlords n Lead-safe practices for remediation n Lead on the front lines: Q&A Free event,
breakfast and parking;
registration is required.
RSVP http://bit.ly/LandlordsAndLead
For questions, contact (412) 404-2872.

Home Depot Appliance Clearance Sale
This is for the North Fayette Store ONLY
Subject: CLEARANCE APPLIANCES IN N. FAYETTE HOME DEPOT
Refrigerators
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HPS15BTHRWW-TMNF (1000053123) WAS $639, NOW $517 (1) Hotpoint , 14.6 cu, white
GTS16DTHWW-TMNF (1000053124) WAS $659, NOW $527 (1) GE, 15.5 cu, white
HPS18BTHWW-TMNF (1001081839) WAS $659, NOW $527 (1) Hotpoint, 17.6 cu, white
GTS16GSGSS-TMNF (1000053255) WAS $789, NOW $627 (1) GE, 15.5 cu, stainless steel
RE263BEAESG-25CF (1001548226) WAS $2,329, NOW $1,165 (1) Samsung 24.6 cu, black stainless
GSS23GMKES-SXS (1002144534) NOW $1,599(1) GE, 23.2 cu, slate
RF23HCEDBSR-23CF (1001555856) WAS $2,777, NOW $1,797 (1) Samsung, 24.73 cu, stainless steel
LFXS24623S-24 (1001000564) WAS $2,799, NOW $1,890 (1) LG,24.2 cu, black stainless
RF28HDEDBSR-28CF (1000048017) WAS $2,888, NOW $1,897 (1) Samsung, 24.73 cu, stainless steel
LFXS30766D-30 (1001651729) WAS $3,999, NOW $2,000 (1) LG, 31.5 cu, stainless steel
RF23M8070SG (1002432500) NOW $3,229 (1) Samsung, 22.6 cu, black stainless

Laundry
SBSD137HWW (1003817291) WAS $229, NOW $55 (2) GE,13 in, pedestal, white
DV45H7000EW (1000043877) WAS $799, NOW $320 (1) Samsung, 7.5 cu,electric dryer, white
DVE50R5400W (1000043877) WAS $899, NOW $630 (1) Samsung, 7.4 cu, electric dryer, white
GTD75ECPLDG (1002760315) WAS $999, NOW $797 (1) GE, 7.4 cu, electric dryer, gray
DV45K6500EV (1001799594) WAS $1,199, NOW $840 (1) Samsung, 7.5 cu, electric dryer, black stainless
GTW750CPLDG (1002760311) WAS $1,049, NOW $847 (1) GE, 5 cu, washing machine, Gray
DLEX7600KE (1002060570) WAS $1,249, NOW $ 875 (1) LG, 7.3 cu, electric dryer, black stainless
DVE52M7750V (1002433076) WAS $1,099, NOW $877 (1) Samsung, 7.4 cu, electric dryer, black stainless
WA52M7750AV (1002433077) WAS $1,099, NOW $877 (1) Samsung, 5.2 cu, top-load washer, black stainless
DLEX3900B (1004327788) WAS $1,199, NOW $1,044 (1) LG, 7.4 cu, electric dryer, black stainless
WM3900HBA (1004343469) WAS $1,199, NOW $1,068 (1) LG, 4.5 cu, washer, black stainless

Dishwashers
GDT605PSMSS (1003608107) WAS $709, NOW $568 (1) GE, 24 in, stainless steel
KDTM354DSS (1001066942) WAS $1,149, NOW $917 (1) KichenAid,24 in, stainless steel

Microwaves
MCM770BTG (797356) WAS $55, NOW $39 (19) .7 cu, black
LMC1575BD (1002718689) WAS $219, NOW $60 (1) LG, 1.5 cu, black stainless
HMD1110W (1000016845) WAS $90, NOW $49 (5) Magic Chef, 1.1 cu, black
HMM1611B (1001505213) WAS $129, NOW $70 (5) Magic Chef, 1.6 cu, black
DVM7195EKES (1001854955) WAS $168, NOW $105 (1) GE, 1.9 cu, slate
ME18H704SFG (1001543616) WAS $369, NOW $222 (1) Samsung, 1.8 cu, black stainless
ME18H704SFS (1000045143) WAS $319, NOW $227 (3) Samsung, 1.8 cu, stainless steel

Cooking
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CV936MSS (793489) WAS $1,099, NOW $550 (1) Range hood
KVWB400DSS (1000906818) WAS $999, NOW $500 (1) KitchenAid, 30 in, stainless steel
JT5000SFSS (1000011924) WAS $2,049, NOW $820 (1) GE, 30 in, double wall oven, stainless steel
NV51K7770SG (1002162817) WAS $3,099, NOW $557 (1) Samsung, 30 in, single wall oven, black stainless
FGGF3047TF (1002657892) WAS $1,099, NOW $728 (1) Frigidaire, 5 cu, gas range, stainless steel
NES9N6630SG (1003176640) NOW $1,099 (1) Samsung, 5.9 cu, electric range, black stainless
NE59J7850WS (1001309745) WAS $1,899, NOW $1,331 (1) Samsung, 5.9 cu, electric range, double oven, stainless
steel
NA36N7755TG (1003602406) WAS $1,799, NOW $897 (1) Samsung, 36 in, gas cook top, black stainless

The Pro Desk
The Home Depot, Store #4117
440 Home Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15275
Phone 412-490-7401
Fax 412-490-7402
Email prodesk_4117@homedepot.com

(Oct 16)

Plenty of off market deals
For more info on ANY of these properties, Contact
JAMES G. UHLER
412-635-0623 FAX: 412-366-3062 CELL 724-553-2990
WHY USA HOMES FOR U REALTY INC
3167 BABCOCK BLVD.
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15237
E MAIL : WHYUSAHOMES@CS.COM
513 East Washington Street, Rochester, PA 15074
$25,000 + all closing costs
2 bed 2 bath
click on the link below for the pictures of it.
Pics - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/n3dwtg3ghnbi3dy/AACz1gJLLWDROhPNfV9tNRDUa?dl=0
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Address: 1206 Hillsboro Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15204
Details: 2 BD 1 BA sqft - good condition
16
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Price: $38,000 + closing costs
click on the link below for the pictures of it.
Pictures: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/podtc3ig2hgaxtj/AACxI3Dp_63pyZSVWq6QDNpva?dl=0
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1116 Faulkner Street, Sheraden, PA
2 BD 1 BA
$14,000 + all closing costs
click on the link below for the pictures of it.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wldeedtf1ocuuhv/AAB4PbXZ7N7OjHPnSaAEU8uxa?dl=0
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7843 Mt. Carmel Road, Verona, PA
$55,000 + all closing costs
click on the link below for the pictures of it.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x0tlfqeqjtfx30i/AADb6RSjCM1iSwAxk6euFgjha?dl=0
Details: new roof, rebuilt a screen in side porch, all new windows and completely insulated and
reinforced the attic. A new furnace and central air was installed with new duct work. New side doors 2
of them. Put news walls and insulated the 2nd floor along with new wiring. The bathroom on the 2nd
floor has been completed rebuilt. New floor boards and floor, new tub and shower unit, new toilet, and
new vanity. New outdoor lighting. Basically all that is needed on the 1st floor would be cosmetic work.
The kitchen has been completely redone. New wiring, new walls, new plumbing, and cabinets. The
basement is ready to have the walls put up. It is clear down to the boards. It does need some landscape
work. The garage will need to be torn down and driveway wall needs to be rebuilt. The concrete blocks
are already there.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10 Washington Drive, Monessen, PA
3 Bedroom 2.5 bath
$53,000 + all closing costs.
click on the link below for the pictures of it.
Pics: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ezv23r34phyxgd9/AABTbgqZ_A-sB_ABJH1K3ezBa?dl=0
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2230 Leechburg Road, Penn Hills, PA
17
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Purchase Price $65,000 + plus all closing costs
click on the link below for the pictures of it.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3yr7d8s6jlu31qw/AACpRhXwF6k5ruCV96Bax-0ha?dl=0

More off market properties
Hey Josh, I have two off market properties I am marketing. Could the following go out to REIA members
in an email? Thanks!
Pitcairn House for Sale
714 7th St., Pitcairn, PA 15140.
Rehab and Rent or flip. Price: $27,000
3BR/2BA, 1800 Sq Ft. Address: 714 7th St., Pitcairn, PA 15140
Kitchen partially renovated with new subfloor, stainless appliances, and new cabinets. Exterior is shake
style vinyl siding. New furnace installed 2017. Newer double-pane windows. Sunroom. Heat and utilities
are on. Newer 2-car garage. Previously sold in '09 for $68,500. Needs new flooring, paint, overgrowth
cut down, bathrooms, and possibly new roof. Needs new ceiling in dining room due to plumbing leak
likely from upstairs shower. ARV is 80-90k. Located on a well-maintained, quiet street in Pitcairn,
Gateway School Dist.
Agents: Do You Have Cash Buyers? Offering a commission of $1,500 if you procure a cash buyer which
results in a successful release of contract that closes.
More Photos - https://app.box.com/s/3jtk2ljva6urhkqt097f664hbvn896y8
Link to Comps - https://app.box.com/s/537t0bs0s410mqfezmwdar4re0j3k3wx
Link to Property Info and Sold $68,500 Listing from 2009 https://app.box.com/s/iefdwduu9gmcac35vavcslannxlgtrh7
Call / Text Dave 724-682-0218
---------------------------------------------Two Houses in Donora - $19,900
Address: 415 Waddell Ave., Donora, PA 15033
Previously sold for $45,000 in 2017
Front house is 3BR/1BA, has newer furnace and newer windows
18
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Photos of front house - https://app.box.com/s/vjrx95u46o91efvro01ppjdcsdhpqw9n
Rear house is 1BR/1BA
Photos of rear house - https://app.box.com/s/goezdp8458qpfdtzds2y1bd2vr09ys5m
Front house previously rented for $650/mo
New roof on rear house
Corner lot, close to ball fields, table-top level, plenty of off-street parking
Taxes $1,062/year
Rear house needs some TLC
Rent or Sell on a Land Contract
Agents: Do You Have Cash Buyers? Offering a commission of $1,500 if you procure a cash buyer which
results in a successful release of contract that closes.
Call / Text Dave 724-682-0218
-David M. Tkacik, Esq., Broker of Record (License no. RM422792)
Insight Realty, LLC (License no. RB068107)
9500 Brooktree Road, Suite 205
Wexford, PA 15090
Tel: 412.414.9644
Fax: 412.774.4731
http://www.InsightRealtyPittsburgh.com
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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